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Love was in the air last week with Valentine’s day last
Friday.  However, the current situation is still tense since
before lunar new year, with the 2019 novel coronavirus
outbreak. 
 
Due to my nature of my work as a Financial Consultant
over the last 2 decades, I am glad I am in close contact
with my clients and communities, and I am fortunate to
receive many updates on the Coronavirus. Being a
digital community, our Singapore government has also
directed communication efforts on a link to update
frequently via https://www.form.gov.sg. 
 
There are many queries I have received on what can
insurance do and I must say that this is also a critical
time to assure my clients on what insurance protection
can do for their existing coverage, especially relating to
the Coronavirus. 
 
1. All plans with Death Benefit cover death from the
Coronavirus.
 
2. On pre-natal benefits, while Coronavirus
is not explicitly stated in the list of “Other Infectious
Diseases” under the hospital care for child, Coronavirus
will be covered.
 
3. All hospitalization benefits will cover
hospital admissions and pre-and post- hospitalization
medical costs related to the Coronavirus.
 
4. For critical illnesses coverage, though the
Coronavirus is not one of the condition covered,
however complications from contracting the
Coronavirus may be covered. For example if the life
assured contracts End Stage Lung Disease that
satisfies the standard 37 severe stage critical illnesses
from Life Insurance Association.
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Where there is widespread uncertainty on the contagious nature of the
Coronavirus, this has also taken a toll on a country’s economic situations
and growth. 
 
Remember the existing insurance you have is the only tool of defense on
your wealth protection.
 
Echoing our Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s message, everyone plays a
critical role to take sensible precautions, help one another, stay calm,
and carry on with our lives. The real test of the Coronavirus outbreak is to
Singapore’s social cohesion and psychological resilience, as Singapore
will brave through this stressful time together. Let us take a moment of
gratitude to appreciate all our frontline service friends in the healthcare,
transportation, food and beverage, hospitality and tourism, security and
cleaners for the extra mile to keep the services going, taking care of our
larger communities and to keep Singapore running.  
 
Let us continue to be kind and gracious to one another as Singaporeans.
Last but not least, let us take a moment to hug ourselves, our families,
friends and colleagues and to show them that we do care and they do
matter. 
 
Gratitude can banish fear and nourish abundance. Please stay safe and
take care as I am sure we will fight to conquer the Coronavirus as one
united nation.
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